Feedback
Hi Ian,
Thanks for your input!
I am convinced and do not have any doubts that this is one
important step to optimise our materials in terms of
weight/performance per cost within manufacturing, and I
believe that the HD guys will feel sorry they did not start
earlier.

All
The results of the original board tested for both BCT and
DST koru of the XX Dairy cases were producing performance
figures below those of our competitor’s case, this was despite
our board grade being slightly higher spec.

Things are going great thanks Ian. You are right, the
more we have the DST the more we find benefits. It is
enabling us to analyze our processes much more
quickly and accurately. We are also able to predict
whether we are going to get a good DST reading or not.
I think 'the sky's the limit' with the DST. We have
identified a number of issues which we may not have
with conventional tests.
I am impressed!
Regards,
Steve.

A re-make of the board then took place and the board was tested straight off the corrugator, however once we tried to
convert the board it became apparent that even with the most minimal settings we were crushing the fluting.Board
straight from the corrugator gave a DST result of 15.4 Bpi (board performance indicator). Board with zero feedroll
pressure gave a result of 13.7Bpi but the job could not be run like this due to slipping in the feed. Once set to run with
enough pressure to hold the cases through the 718, we were only achieving 7.3 Bpi, showing that we were crushing the
fluting significantly.
The board was taken to the 924 and the feed settings adjusted to allow us to run with almost zero crush. Start point 15.4
Bpi and after converting we achieved an average of 14.4Bpi.
Previous BCT test results of this board grade gave a presentable result of 240Kgf however the board through the 924
and adjusted for optimal Bpi returned a significant improvement with a BCT of 372Kgf average. Design right target for
this board grade is around 210Kgf.
This shows what we can achieve when we optimize and eliminate crush from our fluting, the whole purpose of the DST
testing.

Hello, Ian,
The Chalmers DST arrived in good shape on Monday.
I checked it out except for the computer interface and found it to be in good shape, and I signed
the papers indicating so yesterday.
It looks like a very nice piece of work. It is durably constructed. It has a small footprint.
It is simple to use. The manual is very well done. The check sample has its own protective
case. The power is US compatible. All in addition to the special engineering request
that you responded to. I see why you are willing to put your name on it.
Hi Ian,
thanks for your comments.
The most basic thing that the Chalmers DST showed us is that none of our corrugators
were setup properly. All of our operators thought they were great but the DST pointed
out huge problems with fluting and glueing.
We could not measure this before, we only wish we had started using the DST earlier.
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